
                                                                                            
 

Grow Wild Sourcing Policy 
 

Grow Wild is committed to supplying lovely organic stuff and has now been a Soil Association 
licensee for more than 10 years. 
 
Our sourcing policy reflects the aim of the business to provide a fantastic range of great quality 
organic food to our customers in central Scotland.  
 
We think the best food around is local organic when available.  
We believe that if there is limited supply of local organic, then the next best thing is to go further 
afield for organic since there are no guarantees that local food has been produced to the same 
standards as organic. Organic is a process supporting the environment and health, local refers 
purely to location. *  
 
If we are to list our priorities for sourcing our fruit and veg, they look like this: 
 

1. Local Scottish  
We stretch this to Scotland to get a good range since the various Scottish organic growers tend to 
specialise to a degree; some in root veg, some in leaf and salad items, others in brassicas, etc. 
 

2. UK  
We bring in organic produce which isn’t being grown in Scotland on a large scale. It may come 
from England, across from N. Ireland, and Wales (this may include things like apples, pears, 
mushrooms, tomatoes when in season, onions, and cauliflowers) 
 

3. Continental Europe 
The UK and Scotland in particular, has a very harsh climate making a stream of supply quite 
tough, even for seasonal veg sometimes (ground frozen for long periods in January/Feb 2009, 
making it hard to harvest, and delaying the crops). We are not huge organic fruit growers (plenty of 
berries in Perthshire, but sadly not certified organic), and so fruit will often come from Spain, 
France, Holland, Italy, to name a few. In addition, peppers, aubergines, tomatoes and all that stuff 
that needs loads of sunshine are also brought in. 
 

4. Further afield  
Bananas are never going to be our thing! These come from the Dominican Republic or Costa 
Rica….they do however come by the banana boat and are not air-freighted. Produce from further 
afield also goes for pineapples, mangos, and other more exotic lines. 
 
Here’s a question! 
Faced with the dilemma of imported organic beef or local beef – which do you choose? Things to 
consider: A cow will usually consume at least its final bodyweight in feed. What has the cow living 
in a local field been fed? Has it been GM feed imported from another continent? We think the 
decision is easy when these things are considered. 
 
Thankfully, we are happy that Grow Wild doesn’t put you in this dilemma, because as a rule, we 
only stock local fresh organic meat and poultry.* 
 
 
We have an animal welfare policy which relates to the meat, poultry and dairy ranges we offer.  

• All our organic meat and poultry is fresh, local Scottish 

• Our organic milk and cream is local Scottish 

• We are working on our cheese range, in which we currently carry Scottish lines, but are 
looking to improve on! 

------------------------------------ 
 
 
* This is not to say that there aren’t some fantastic local producers around – if you know their 
production methods, and can be confident of the integrity of the final product, then fantastic! Ben at 
Bonnytoun farm is one of these great local growers/producers whom we support seasonally with 
his lamb. 


